2000 ford taurus power steering pump

For more information go to We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve
quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts.
Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Power Steering Pump part. Returns Policy. Reservoir Included.
Pulley Included. Showing 1 - 7 of 7 results. Sort by:. Part Number: RF Guaranteed to Fit. Core
Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: A Product Details Notes : M16 x 1. Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 7
of 7 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Manufactured from top quality
components, this is your best option and inexpensive replacement for your rebuild, repair, and
maintenance needs - an OE replacement product for your damaged or aged factory part.
Replacement - the most affordable brand name for replacement parts th Helpful Automotive
Resources. Fluid ColorWhat Type. Best Power Steering Pumps Ensure a hassle-free driving
experience with a top-quality power steering pump. Symptoms of a Bad Power Steering Pump
As mentioned, a failing power steering pump can make your car harder to drive. Power Steering
Not Working: Why This Happens and What to Do Below is a detailed explanation of what can
happen during a power steering failure, according to the type of system. Types Of Power
Steering Systems. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved.
Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. The
power steering system operates as a sealed system in today's automobiles. It supplies fluid to
operate the steering box and returns it, via the hoses, to the power steering pump. The system
is fairly reliable; but if the vehicle's steering suddenly has a different feel to it or becomes noisy,
it could be in need of maintenance. Ford recommends that the fluid in the Taurus' power
steering be checked every 3, miles or every three months, whichever comes first. Raise the
hood of the vehicle and locate the power steering pump on the right side of the engine towards
the front. The OHC-equipped Taurus uses a remote reservoir for the power steering fluid. This is
located on the right side of the strut tower while the standard OHV model has the reservoir built
into the pump housing. Check the fluid level by starting the engine and allowing it to warm up.
While the engine is idling, turn the steering wheel to the left and right a few times to allow air to
escape from the system. Shut the engine off and remove the cap. On OHV models, remove the
cap, wipe it off and replace it. Remove the cap again and check the level. It must be in the range
marked " Full Hot. Determine if the power steering pump sounds noisier than normal. If so, the
power steering belt could need adjustment, or the pulley itself could be loose. The main cause
of pump noise is insufficient fluid. Check for excessive play in the steering wheel. This indicates
a problem with either the steering box, worn tie-rod ends, loose wheel bearings or possibly
excessive wear in the suspension bushings. Determine if the steering feels abnormally stiff.
This may be caused by incorrect tire pressure, ball joints that are worn or out of adjustment, or
a steering gear or wheel bearing that is out of adjustment. Turn the steering wheel from side to
side with the engine running and notice if the power assist feels the same in both directions. If
the effort is not the same in both directions, there is either a leak in the steering gear or a
clogged fluid passage in the gear. Turn the steering wheel from side to side, again with the
engine running, and notice if the power steering system is helping turn the wheels. If there is no
power assistance, this indicates a low fluid level, air in the system, a worn or loose drive belt, a
hose restriction or a defective pump. Gary Proulx has been writing since He specializes in
automotive technology and gasoline and diesel design. Proulx has had multiple articles
published on various websites. He is also an archery expert who writes about the ins and outs
of archery as a sport. Step 1 Raise the hood of the vehicle and locate the power steering pump
on the right side of the engine towards the front. Step 2 Check the fluid level by starting the
engine and allowing it to warm up. Step 3 Determine if the power steering pump sounds noisier
than normal. Step 4 Check for excessive play in the steering wheel. Step 5 Determine if the
steering feels abnormally stiff. Step 6 Turn the steering wheel from side to side with the engine
running and notice if the power assist feels the same in both directions. Always check fluid
levels with the vehicle parked on level ground. Power steering fluid can easily damage
automotive finishes so use caution when handling. My power steering fluid is coming out of my
reservoir until it is just about empty. Does anyone know why. Or how to bleed the air out of the
system. I just put a brand new power steering pump on the car. Did this fix your problem? My 01
Ford Taurus is doing the same exact thing. The pump needs changed but I'm worried it may be
another problem forcing the fluids out. Justin answered about a year ago. You're damn good
had a hell of a time that fixed it right away thank you very much. Loutrib answered about a year
ago. Ran the post to post with cover removed Ran within old cover which had tab broken off
Suspect cover is loose enough to relieve air pressure. Guru16DCK answered about a year ago.
Power steering fluid is coming back out the reservoir it has been bleed the system and it a new
pump. GuruRJ answered about a year ago. Buy a Chevy and junk the Ford. This is a notorious
problem with Ford Motor products. I have done a dozen power steering units with the same
issue. Best thing to do is completely go through the power steering system. New rack and

pinion, new pump, new lines. Otherwise your taking a chance of getting metal shavings back in
the systems. Ford junk. Never had this issue with my Chevy's. Each of my suburban had , miles
plus. Never replaced a power steering pump. That's because it's built right! GuruM4FRG
answered 9 months ago. On a calm clear night you can hear a Chevy rust away pretty fast
wouldn't have 1. I just put a brand new power steering pump on t Ok I had just taken a new
power steering pump out of the box. I have yet to lubricate it or anything also there is no pulley
on it yet. My question is should it be able to do full rotations or woul I have a Ford Taurus. A few
weeks ago I had the power steering pump replaced because it was leaking. Since then, my car is
making a screeching noise when I start it in the morning, and contin I have a different car.
Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of
CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please
refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it
violates our policies. Power steering fluid overflowing. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your
Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Ford Taurus question.
Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Ford Taurus
Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used
Cars For Sale. I am having problems when the vehicle is shut off it blows fluid out of the vent in
the resevoir cap. I know that the check valve is in the rack correctly but I was wondering is there
one in the pressure side of the pump? Sounds like it wasn't bled properly, try running the
engine while steering back and forth until you hit the stop on each side of the steering play with
the cap off. See if that solves it. Brian answered 12 years ago. If the steering wheel wa sturned
with the ignition off their will be air in the system. If you have a vacuum pump and an
attachment big enough to go into the reservoir have the engine running and continue to apply
vacuum to the system after a few times this should resolve your problem. I had this problem as
well, turns out the oil cooler for the power steering had colapsed in side the tube and plugged
up the line, if there is a blockage the pump will compress the fluid with air and when you shut
off the car the fluid backs up when pump stops compressing it, air lock will do similar thing.
Gonzoted answered 11 months ago. Help I am having this exact same problem! I have replaced
the pump and the high pressure line and I've done every method you can think of and I still
cannot get it to spew out oil fluid from the reservoir. I have done it well the car is off move the
steering lock back-to- back 10 20 or 30 times to get the bubbles out and still not has helped. I
have run the car wow it was lifted, and move the steering lock to lock a few dozen times, and
still the same thing spewing out of the reservoir. I have devised a homemade way to bleed the
system by putting lb of pressure on the system and it still has not helped I am running out of
options and patience right now and I cannot keep throwing money at this car The weird thing is
I want to do the timing chain water pump took the pump off and the system was working fine
before and when I put the pump back on this is where the problems happened. Can somebody
please help I'm getting desperate! When you have fluid spewing out of your pump after you shut
off car: You have replaced pump, Replaced high pressure line, And your sure there are no air
locks, Check fluid cooler mounted in front of rad at bottom, This tube is the fluid cooler, it very
commonly fails, by collapsing inside the tube restricting and some times stopping the flow of
fluid, this will cause too much positive pressure compressing the fluid until car is off , then it
backs up threw the high pressure side cause there is no positive pressure being created, and
speews all over, Some times a simple bow or bend in the cooler can alow it to fail, some times
the cooler looks fine but still failed Worth checking, could have saved a pump or hpline. I know
that I unhooked it when I Was just doing a timing chain cover and oil pan gasket changed and
all I did was unhook the hose to the reservoir and out of the way. I undid the power steering
cooling bar, to drain the system from below - thinking it was the transmission cooler line which I
was about to install an auxiliary tranny line cooler where the PW steering line, and then figured
out THAT wasn't the line I was looking for, unlike the older model of tauruses I worked on which I put an in line cooler on the older model of taurus I had, I quickly realized that it was NOT
the tranny cooler line I thought it was and I put it back. Do you know where I should look for on
the lower pressure side? ALSO, I replaced the high pressure side because somewhere I read
that that football looking cannister that sits on front of the motor on the steel line was infact a
filter? I Wasn't expecting anyone to respond in days or weeks!! I don't see how a bar could fail. I
will take it off and completely and see if I can see day light inside there otherwise. What are the
odds that the low-pressure return side has issues? I thought you were mentionings that that
line might fail between the rubber hosing meeting the steel line portions of it? I got it to the
point where it stopped bubbling air from hose inside the bottle. I then reconnected the hose
back to the pw steering tube cooler bar, and ran the care. The pump reacted and continued to
make noise, and it quited down a bit as I moved the steering side to side as I had it running and
I left it running for a few minutes, and the level went all the way down to the bottom - where you

see the aerating fluid stream circulating, so I topped a little bit in their to bring the level up,
continued moving the steering side to side, and noise continued to get a little quieter in the
following minutes as the steering began to feel more normal - but the fluid was getting frothy
then. I then shut off the engine, and as predicted the level came rising up quicker and bubbled
over loosing a couple more ounces. This is the 3rd pump replacement pump and I can't
understand how this is doing this. Another possibility - do you think air is getting into the
system of the PW steering rack? I see no drips in the system surprisingly. I'm running out of
options here but other than to replace the entire rack which I absolutely do NOT want to do as
that's a big job and a hard angle to get under there without doing it on a lift. I'll also say that
when the car is off, when I turn the wheel side to side, turning it right make the fluid level go up
slightly while bubbling. Yes inside that tube is a little tiny rad believe it or not there is aluminum
tins in there that help cool the fluid now unfortunately sometimes those fins collapse once
those fins collapsed inside that tube the tube becomes plucked this will create back pressure
which will cause your fluid to build up compress and backflow when you turn the pump off.
Perhaps if you can see light threw the tube? It appears to be just a simple bar with no external
cooling fins on the outside of it. I've seen the other models that had a better design that hard
cooling fins on the outside. So you're saying inside this has tiny little cooling fins that can get
obstructed? I'd be impressed if this is so. I'm going to pull it off and inspect and see if I can see
through it. Although when I unhooked the other side torwards the return line, not very much
fluid ran out of that pipe - as fast as I would have expected it to, as it slow trickled out - which
leave me wondering if you are right - there may be an obstruction? I would expect a faster
stream of fluid come running out as that tube connects directly to the PW reservoir via a 2 ft
hose.. I'll report back when I find out. Thanks for you help!! As I stated earlier the cooling fins
are inside the round tube! Or paying mechanic to find it for you? He will do the same thing I
know that the check valve is in the rack correctly but I was wondering is there one in the pres I
just had my power steering pump replaced because it was hard to turn and was making a loud
rubbing noise.. It doesnt sound that way no more but it is still hard to turn.. I dont know much
about Ok I had just taken a new power steering pump out of the box. I have yet to lubricate it or
anything also there is no pulley on it yet. My question is should it be able to do full rotations or
woul Replaced power steering pump all belts are good tight and no leaks also bleed air out but
power steering still go hard to soft when driving. Working on a ford taurus 3. I have a different
car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of
CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please
refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it
violates our policies. I just replaced my power steering pump Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your
Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Ford Taurus question.
Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Ford Taurus
Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used
Cars for Sale. I bought this car with a new rack and new pump on the steering. The pump made
whining noise when you turned corners and really was more a problem cause I planned on
selling it. The seller gave me a tag that was connected to the pump stating that the pump makes
noise and should be driving at least miles to quite it down. Not exact words but you get the gist.
I wondered if he had gotten the wrong pump so I changed it also. A little better but still noisy. I
even turned the wheel and added fluid to bleed it the way I have done before. Still noisy. It
makes noise when you start it up. You can hear the pump. And when you drive it isnt loud until
you turn a corner you can hear that low whine. Any ideas? Do you. This may be a poor rebuild,
or air in the system, or incorrect fluid. I sent you a PDF on how to flush the system. Try that.
Ford has a special High pressure test tool to diagnose pressure and flow rates, this finds bad
pumps. Was this answer. Please login or register to post a reply. If I Take The Mech Agreed It
Was Power Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! This is probably a consequence of
air trapped in the system, and consequent aeration of the fluid, which builds pressure in the
reservoir. If you did not experience this problem prior to the pump replacement, it might be due
to incomplete bleeding of the system once you finished the repair. Check also for a defective or
cracked cap of course. Once you are sure all air has been expelled from the system, if the
problem recurs there could be a restriction in the return line to the pump or a leak that admits
air. If you have further questions or concerns, do not hesitate to re-contact YourMechanic as we
are always here to help you. Q: Replaced power steering pump and fluid is shooting out of cap
after driving when i turn engine off asked by D S. Power steering fluid shoots out of cap after
driving when i shut off engine My car has miles. My car has an automatic transmission. Kevin
Gainer Automotive Mechanic. The statements expressed above are only for informational
purposes and should be independently verified. Please see our terms of service for more
details. Home Questions. What others are asking Car keeps dying while I'm driving Hi. There

could be a couple of causes for why this problem is happening. There could be a problem with
the battery going bad or the alternator is under charging causing the car to die. There also
could be a Read more. With the dog, bone mount, it's easy to diagnose it because it's up there
where you can see it any any changes are visible. But to Although your Cadillac is a rather
complex vehicle, the power door lock system is a relatively simple system. When you press the
lock or unlock button located on your key, or inside your vehicle , the power door lock Just
replaced fuel. If you are sure the security system is off and yet power does not reach the fuel
pump or the starter, Wobbling or vibrating noise from the front Hi there. Diagnosing a vibration
sound is very difficult to do remotely, which is why most mechanics will test drive your vehicle
first to attempt to replicate the sound you're experiencing. However, in most cases, the type of
sound you're Is a Mercedes C sport sedan with 75, miles a good buy? The NHTSA database
contains model specific consumer complaints, official recalls and factory service bulletins
searchable When starting, car has heavy gas smell and starts to smoke from under hood with
engine light on. In order to start diagnosis the computer will need to be scanned for codes. The
problem sounds like you have a fuel injector leaking or a cylinder misfire. Check engine oil to
see if it is overfull indicating fuel has I have a Ford Ranger with a blown head gasket. I put some
thing called fiberlock that is a head gasket Darlene: It is a fable. The only approved repair for a
head gasket leak on your vehicle, according to the exhaustive instructions provided by Ford
Motor Company in the Factory Service Manual, is to remove the old gasket and replace Early 6.
Do they really have Turbo problems? This is a question that will vary widely depending on who
you ask and is often times subject to bias. With that being said, however there are some
commonly known problems as with any new model car or truck that Related articles. On the
other hand, if you How to Replace a Power Steering Fluid Reservoir A few signs of a faulty
power steering fluid reservoir include the smell of power steering fluid burning and a whining
noise while turning. Browse other content. Power Steering Pump Replacement. Skip to main
content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Alignment Shim Multi-Pack. Ignition Lock Cylinder.
Ignition Switch. Power Steering Cooler. Power Steering Cooler Bracket. Power Steering Cooling
Line. Power Steering Filter. Power Steering Fluid. Power Steering Hose. Power Steering Hose
Connector. Power Steering Pressure Hose. Power Steering Pressure Sensor Connector. Power
Steering Pressure Switch Connector. Power Steering Pump Pulley. Power Steering Pump Repair
Kit. Power Steering Pump Seal Kit. Power Steering Pump Washer. Power Steering Reservoir.
Power Steering Reservoir Cap. Power Steering Return Hose. Power Steering Seal. Rack and
Pinion Bellow. Rack and Pinion Bellow Set. Steering Column Lock Actuator. Steering Column
Tube. Steering Gear. Steering Rack. Steering Rack Boot Kit. Steering Rack Seal Kit. Steering
Shaft. Steering Shaft Universal Joint. Tie Rod. Tie Rod End. Tie Rod End Set. Air Intake. Body
Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control. Cooling System. Diesel Injection. Drive Belts.
Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection. Tools and Hardware. A1
Cardone. BBB Industries. DNJ Rock. Shop By Vehicle. Click to Enlarge. Core Price [? Features:
Premium-quality new power steering pump designed for dependability and reliability throughout
the service life of the vehicle. Features: Premium-quality remanufactured power steering pump
designed for dependability and reliability throughout the service life of the vehicle. Motorcraft
Power Steering Pump. Product List Price:. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. A1
Cardone Power Steering Pump. Features: All critical components cam packs, spool valves, et
ford escort manual transmission problems
dtc on bmw
isonas wiring diagram
c. HNBR does not break down at high temperatures like conventional seal material. As a
remanufactured Original Equipment part, this unit guarantees a perfect vehicle fit. FInal pump
assembly is computer-tested to measure pressure, bypass, fluid flow, valve operation, steering
effort and noise to ensure reliable performance. Shafts are surfaced to precise specifications to
eliminate premature seal wear and extend pump life. Manufactured with premium grade,
high-temperature seals for added durability under all driving conditions. Precise bushing
alignment prevents premature shaft and seal wear, significantly reducing noise and vibration.
Units are supplied with reservoir and cap when applicable to reduce installation time and
prevent contamination from trapped debris. Maval Power Steering Pump. Shaft and internal
surfaces are inspected, reconditioned and polished. Seals and O-rings are replaced with new,
OE-equivalent parts. Catalog: H. Vehicle Engine Ford Taurus. Catalog: B. Catalog: A.

